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Welcome to the CR FITNESS coaching

information pack that will explain to you

all the details about coaching with me,

what I offer and how I can help you.

COACHING INFO PACK
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Since the age of 14 when I first started kickboxing and weight

training, I have developed a very strong passion for fitness. It

wasn't until I turned 18 that I realised how much fitness meant

to me. I often had the chance to teach a kickboxing class and

help out people close to me in the gym. I knew this was

something I wanted to pursue.

 

This strong passion I had (and still have) is what lead me in the

direction of wanting to become a personal trainer and online

coach, helping as many people as I possibly can. So, I did just

that! I went to college and achieved the status of a fully

qualified personal trainer.

 

Personal training has been amazing over the years and I have

built up a well known business based in Chichester, known as

CR FITNESS.

 

On average, I have around 35-45 face to face hours of

personal training each week as well as many online clients!

I 

 

 

ABOUT ME
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See more transformations here!

TRANSFORMATIONS

OVER 200LBS LOST 

JUST FROM THESE 6 PEOPLE!

http://www.chrisrobey-pt.co.uk/
https://www.chrisrobey-pt.co.uk/transformations
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JADE ALLEN

I couldn’t recommend Chris enough, he is so welcoming and

friendly! I started training with Chris after having my daughter, I

was in an awful headspace in regards to my post baby body. Chris

made the whole journey enjoyable and the results were amazing, he

was very supportive and replied to all my messages (which was a

lot). He goes above and beyond for his clients and I will certainly

continue my training with him.

 

ABBIE MAYNE

Chris has helped me so much in such a short amount of time! I was

so nervous about exercising but he put me completely at ease. He

has helped me to lose weight, gain strength and confidence and I

feel so much better for it, would highly recommend!

 

MARK HAYMAN

I used to train a few times a week but with no real positive results,

so I decided to get in touch with Chris for guidance and support. 

 Since investing in Chris' services, I have re-educated my eating

habits and training techniques resulting in a significant change in

how I feel and look. Chris helps keep my focus and ensures that I am

on-track to reach my goals.  I would definitely recommend Chris to

anyone that's looking to start, maintain or improve their fitness

journey.

Want to see what more people said? Check it out here!

WHAT PEOPLE SAY

http://www.chrisrobey-pt.co.uk/
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- Tailored Exercise Programmes

- Tailored Nutrition Plans

- Calculated Macronutrient Goals

- Recipe Packs

- Habit Planning & Setting

- Regular Check-Ins

- Round The Clock Support

- Motivation & Accountability

- Access To Training & Nutrition Documents

 

And a FREE copy of my latest project,

PROJECT CRFIT

 

You will receive all of the above when any

package is purchased!

 

 

WHAT WILL I RECEIVE?
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 I have worked long and hard to create a

professional, effective service that allows me

to help people transform their lives!

 

Whether your goal is fat loss, muscle gains or

just to simply become healthier, fitter and

stronger, I have the knowledge, experiance

and personal skills to be able to help you

reach that goal.

 

We will work towards your goal together in a

fun, friendly and professional environment.

 

You have my word that as long as you are

fully committed and ready to transform your

life, I can get you there.

MY PROMISE
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TRANSFORMATION

PACKAGES, WHY?
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Long term training blocks like the ones that I offer are

guaranteed to bring you amazing results. I have tried

various approaches in the past but nothing transforms

people as quickly or efficiently as this approach that I

offer.

 

The frequency of training sessions and the length of time

these sessions are carried out over is what helps build

consistency and habits, leading to long term results that

you can maintain for the rest of your life.

 

Motivation will only get you so far and you aren't always

going to be motivated. Building habits, having a

structured plan and setting clear, realistic goals is what

is going to pull you through when things get tricky.

 

There is a big difference between booking 8 sessions and

scattering them across say 5 weeks and effectively

wasting them, to investing in your health and wellbeing

and following a structured 12 week training plan that

WILL transform your body and mind and set you up for

future success, as long as you are willing to give it your

all.

http://www.chrisrobey-pt.co.uk/
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12 WEEK

SILVER PACKAGE

http://www.chrisrobey-pt.co.uk/


12 WEEK

GOLD PACKAGE
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If you would rather an online approach, you can still
receive the same level of service!

 
The difference is that you would undertake the

training sessions on your own, at your own gym, in
your own time... just under my guidance!

 
 

Click the form below register your interest!
 
 
 

Both 1 to 1 and online coaching have their own pro's

and con's. If you wish to know more about which

option would best suit you, just drop me a message

and I will be happy to assist you!
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ONLINE COACHING

https://chris2101.typeform.com/to/MEQB8G
http://www.chrisrobey-pt.co.uk/
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THANK YOU

Thank you for your interest in training with

me, you won't be disappointed if you decide

to come on board!

 

 

If you'd like to discuss things further, please

get in touch by dropping me an email at

chrisrobeypt@outlook.com or drop me a

message on 07456078661.

 

You can book a free consultation to discuss

your goals and the approach we are going to

take to get you there!

http://www.chrisrobey-pt.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/ChristopherRobeyPT
https://www.instagram.com/chrisrobey_pt/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/ChrisRobeyPT?lang=en-gb

